MediStreams Releases New Online Configuration Engine
New system allows for real-time development and on-boarding of ERA Normalization rules.
Roswell, Georgia (PRWEB) September 20, 2017 -- MediStreams, a Healthcare Revenue Cycle Management
(HRCM) company, expands their proprietary Configuration Engine; a tool for rapid configuration of custom
outputs, commercial 835 / ERA payments and patient payment posting files. Designed and developed by
MediStreams, the Configuration Engine allows for rapid deployment of ERA Normalization rules for posting
files.
Every healthcare provider is unique, requiring different posting file formats. This is not only due to multiple
practice management and patient accounting systems, but also various downstream processes and integrated
systems which require unique business rules and output formats. The online Configuration Engine allows
MediStreams to create custom output formats and split posting files using an online portal.
“We are very excited about our latest configuration engine release. The new system speeds implementation
timelines and gives providers the ability to make and test changes on the fly. For example, the new system
allows our technical support team to create and configure custom split output files based on any field within the
835, payment (EFT) or patient payment. Whether at the adjustment, service, claim, or transaction level,
multiple splits can be setup in real-time within minutes - all using a user-friendly web-based configuration
tool.” John Koch, COO MediStreams.
The Configurations Engine is already integrated with all MediStreams clients using many different AR systems
such as EPIC, NextGen, GE Centricity, eClinicalWorks, Imagine, Meditech, Allscripts, CareTracker and many
others.
Put MediStreams on your team. MediStreams executives and operations staff are career healthcare revenue
cycle experts. Quickly gain the benefits of streamlining your remittance process with features including an
online archive with ten-year retention, reporting and data mining, ERA normalization, paper EOB conversion,
lockbox services and reconciliation. Our team and our technology helps to simplify all payment processes.
About MediStreams
MediStreams, LLC, a cloud based solutions company specializing in Streamlining the Complex Remittance
Process, offers a suite of products and services to automate the entire remittance payment process. Incorporated
in 2009, MediStreams is revolutionizing the healthcare revenue process, with over 450 sites nationwide
utilizing the services. MediStreams is third-party audited to exceed benchmarks for high availability, security
and compliance. For more information visit http://www.MediStreams.com or call 866-836-2835.
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Contact Information
Donna Carr
MediStreams LLC
http://www.medistreams.com
+1 866-836-2835 Ext: 1623
Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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